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Decision-Level Fusion of EEG and Pupil Features
for Single-Trial Visual Detection Analysis
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Abstract—Several recent studies have reported success in applying EEG-based signal analysis to achieve accurate single-trial classification of responses to visual target detection. Pupil responses are
proposed as a complementary modality that can support improved
accuracy of single-trial signal analysis. We develop a pupillary response feature-extraction and -selection procedure that helps to
improve the classification performance of a system based only on
EEG signal analysis. We apply a two-level linear classifier to obtain
cognitive-task-related analysis of EEG and pupil responses. The
classification results based on the two modalities are then fused at
the decision level. Here, the goal is to support increased classification confidence through the inherent modality complementarities.
The fusion results show significant improvement over classification
performance based on a single modality.
Index Terms—Brain–machine interface, decision fusion, EEG,
image triage, machine learning, pupillary response, rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP), single-trial detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
N VISUAL image classification applications, human visual
analysts are substantially more effective than computer visual systems at parsing a scene and recognizing target objects.
The main challenge is that we usually have a limited number
of qualified human visual analysts and, in most applications, an
enormous amount of visual images need to be classified.
As an example of the demand on resources, it was estimated
that in 2004 alone, nearly 40 million mammograms were taken
in the USA [4]. The number of available expert radiologists
falls well short of such overwhelming demands. To alleviate
these problems, effective image classification techniques are
needed to rapidly screen the high volume of imagery and sort
out a much smaller subset of images that merits further detailed
analysis.
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EEG is a psychophysiological modality we can use as a basis for single-trial image classification tasks. In previous studies [7] and [15], it was found that a steorotypical spatiotemporal EEG response would be triggered when a target image was
shown among a sequence of nontarget/distractor images. Singletrial analysis using simple classifiers can be applied to detect
the spatiotemporal EEG signature. Prototype EEG-based systems [8], [13], [18] have shown significant improvements over
a traditional manual search approach in terms of processing
throughput, speed, and accuracy in high-volume visual classification tasks.
The pupil dilation reflex is mediated by inhibition of the
parasympathetic Edinger–Westphal oculomotor complex and
sympathetic activity. It has long been documented that emotional
and sensory events elicit a pupillary reflex dilation [10], [11],
[20]. Task-evoked pupil dilation was found to be a function of
the cognitive workload/attention required to perform the task
[2], [3]. Experiments by Privitera et al. [16] found a significant
pupil response for visual target detection events.
In this paper, we develop a pupillary response featureconstruction and -selection procedure to extract the useful features that perform best under a linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) classifier. The LDA classifier decodes these features to
achieve analysis of target detection event. To leverage EEG signals, we apply a two-level LDA classification scheme [18] on
cognitive task-related EEG responses. While the EEG-based
method captures the evolving patterns of brain dynamics, the
pupillary response provides us a direct indicator of emotional
arousal or alertness triggered by the visual detection sensory
stimulus.
While the pupil dilation reflex is controlled by the peripheral nervous system, the brain activity measured by the
EEG signals reflects the central nervous system. Therefore,
the simultaneous use of these modalities offers potential
complementarities that can serve to improve classification
performance. Our experimental results demonstrate that the
decision-level fused classification achieves significant improvement over the classification performance based on a single
modality (EEG or pupillary response).
II. METHODS
A. Participants
To compare the increased accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method, five participants (one female and four males)
participated and received no payment. All had normal or corrected to normal vision and reported no history of neurological
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RSVP sequence (Imagery Credit DigitalGlobe).

problems. All participants were image analysts with more than
five years of experience.
B. Behavioral Paradigm
During the visual target detection task, participants were presented with a sequence of urban scene images. Each experimental run consisted of the presentation of thousands of images
utilizing the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm.
The sequence consisted of a few targets interspersed among
nontarget or distractor images. For every experimental session,
each subject went through several runs of 60 s each for a total
time of 5–6 min on average. Subjects were given a 1-min break
after each session to relax their eyes. Images were presented
at 10 Hz (ten images per second) where a continuous sequence
of images is presented in the center of the screen. To help the
subjects engage the task consistently, they were instructed to
push a button as soon as they detected a target image.
C. Stimuli
Image processing software was used to segment wide-area
urban scene images into 500 × 500 pixel image chips. Target
images were selected that contained targets centered on the
images (Fig. 1). The target-to-distractor ratios ranged from 1%
to 5%. These ratios reflect the natural target densities of urban
imagery and the selected target detection tasks.
D. EEG Signal Acquisition
EEG signal was acquired in a sound isolating chamber using
a 64-channel Biosemi EEG system (http://www.biosemi.com)
while subjects performed the visual detection tasks. EEG was
recorded continuously with a sampling rate of 512 Hz. Electrodes were placed according to the international 10–20 EEG
placement standard.
E. Pupil Signal Acquisition
Pupil data were acquired using an EyeLink1000 video-based
eye tracking device (http://www.sr-research.com) that offers a
1000 Hz sampling rate using an infrared camera. The right eye
was used for each subject. Pupil data recording was synchronized with EEG signal acquisition and resampled to 512 Hz.
F. EEG Signal Preprocessing
Signal preprocessing procedures were applied to the recorded
EEG signal (see Figs. 2 and 3). DC baseline drifts and abrupt

voltage jumps caused by muscle movements were removed by
a second-order Butterworth bandpass filter.
At the beginning of the experiment, participants were asked
to blink their eyes multiple times. The recorded EEG signal
during this eye blink period can be analyzed to determine the
linear component associated with eye blinks [14]. The eye blink
artifact can be filtered out of the recorded EEG during the RSVP
task using the derived eye blink component.
After the eye blink artifact removal, the average voltage amplitude of all 64 signal channels was used as the single reference
signal and this reference signal was subtracted from the signal
channels in order to remove the unnecessary noise in the “reference free” data that were acquired by active electrodes [6].
The preprocessed EEG signal was segmented into 600-ms
epochs time-locked on visual stimulus onset events for each target/nontarget/distractor trial. The segmented epochs were used
as inputs for single-trial classification. To reduce the classification computational load, the data in each epoch were downsampled from 512 to 120 Hz.
G. Pupil Signal Preprocessing
The continuous pupil size data can be corrupted by eye blinks
or head movements. The EyeLink1000 monitoring system has
a signal loss detection mechanism implemented to identify all
corrupted signal regions. Since most blinks lasted very short
period of time (average blink time is around 90 ms) compared
to the valid pupil response time period (average pupil response
lasts more than 1 s) toward a visual event, we interpolated the
continuous data to fill in the missing data segments. A moving
average filter was used to smooth the pupil area data to improve
the SNR.
The preprocessed pupil data were segmented into 1550-ms
epochs time-locked on visual stimulus onset events for each trial.
A single-trial epoch starts at 300 ms before the stimulus onset
and ends at 1250 ms after the stimulus onset (Fig. 5). The segmented epochs were used for feature extraction and single-trial
classification. Since pupil dilation is a relatively slow response,
we can reduce the computation time for feature extraction and
classification by further down-sampling the pupil data from 512
to 20 Hz. Consequently, each single-trial pupil data epoch had
32 pupil diameter sample points.
H. Pupil Dilation Feature Construction
To characterize the pupillary response more thoroughly and
improve the SNR, we identified a set of features related to the
pupillary response and derived them from the original pupil
diameter data (e.g., the average velocity and acceleration of the
pupil size change illustrated in Fig. 4).
To extract pupil dilation features, the pupil diameter, pupil
diameter rate of change, acceleration, and pupil area are derived
for all time samples inside the 1550-ms pupil epoch window. The
epoch can be further divided into prestimulus, after-stimulus,
and “critical” periods (Fig. 5).
We identified a total of 22 features that could be derived from
raw pupil dilation data (Table I). Some of them are general
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Fig. 2.

EEG preprocessing procedure.

Fig. 3.

Pupil signal preprocessing procedure.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the average pupil area/velocity/acceleration change time course (target versus nontarget/distractor) for one subject. The velocity/acceleration
features show earlier differentiations compared to the area feature. We achieve more thorough characterization by deriving velocity/acceleration features.

Fig. 5. Time windows defined for pupil dilation feature extraction: beforestimulus time period (−0.3 s < t < 0 s); after-stimulus time period (0 s < t <
1.25 s); “critical” time period (0.2 s < t < 0.8 s) is regarded as the most likely
time period during which the pupillary response is most salient (Imagery Credit
DigitalGlobe).

features such as maximum dilation velocity while the others
were studied in [1] and [16].
I. Pupil Feature Selection
The benefits of feature selection are twofold: it reduces the
computational cost of classification by reducing the number of
features that need to be calculated and improves classification
accuracy by fitting a simpler model based on finite number of

training samples. Given the 22 candidate features described in
Table I, a subset of d features, d < 22, is selected that performs
the best under the specific classifier we choose to use (e.g., a
linear discriminant classifier).
A large number of algorithms have been proposed for feature subset selection [9]. The optimal methods (e.g., exhaustive
search method) are usually too time-consuming even for a moderate number of features. Many suboptimal methods have been
developed to strike a balance of computational efficiency and
optimality.
Sequential forward selection (SFS) method starts from an
empty feature subset and sequentially selects the next most significant feature and adds it to the feature subset to maximize
the cost function J until a predefined feature number is obtained [21]. Sequential backward selection (SBS) starts from a
subset with all d features and iteratively deletes the least significant feature until a predefined feature number is obtained [12].
Both SFS and SBS methods have the so-called nesting problem:
once a feature is added/deleted, it cannot be deleted/added anymore. Sequential float feature selection (SFFS) method avoids
nesting problem by correcting earlier “mistakes” by backtracking: first enlarges the feature subset by adding l most significant
features using SFS, then deletes r least significant features using
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y am p = T −1 Tt=1 yam p (t). The hypotheses are H0 (nontarget/distractor) and H1 (target). The posterior likelihood that a
trial belongs to the target class is assumed to follow a logistic
function distribution p(H1 |yam p (t)) = 1/(1 + e−y a m p ) [14].
In this paper, LDA classifiers are applied on eight overlapping
50-ms temporal windows with onset time ranging from 150 to
500 ms following the stimulus onset in step of 50 ms.
While LDA classifiers can be applied over multiple short
temporal windows after stimulus onset, the likelihood output
values of these first-level LDA classifiers (called local classifier)
can be used as inputs to a feature-level classifier (called global
classifier) to capture the linear pattern across multiple local
windows, as illustrated in Fig. 6 [7], [15].
By linearly combining local classifier outputs, an aggregate
representation of global pattern can be obtained. Let y be the
observed vector of local classifier linear projection outputs, a
weighting vector wwindow can be derived based on training data
to generate a 1-D projection z

TABLE I
PUPILLARY FEATURES CONSTRUCTED AS CANDIDATES
FOR FEATURE SELECTION

T
y=
z = wwindow

M


wwindow i yi

(2)

i=1

SBS. And the l and r are determined dynamically (“floating”)
so that the optimal solution can be approximated [17].
To assure the robustness of our feature-selection algorithm,
we randomly permuted the training samples after calculating
their 22 candidate features; then we used average tenfold crossvalidation classification performance as our feature-selection
cost function. In our experiments, for each subject, we selected
the best features based on the training data and then these selected features are used for testing.
J. EEG-Based Classification
By linearly combining EEG channels, an aggregate representation of the data can be obtained [15]. Let x(t) be the observed
vector of multidimensional EEG amplitude reading (after signal
preprocessing) at time t, an optimal projection weighting vector
wam p can be derived based on a training set and so that a 1-D
projection yam p (t) can be generated:
yam p (t) =

T
wam
p x(t)

=

N


wam p i xi (t)

(1)

i=1

where N is the number of EEG electrodes (channels). For the
visual detection task, we can find an optimal projection weight
matrix wam p , which can generate a yam p (t) that maximally
discriminates at time t corresponding to target and nontarget/distractor trial condition.
A more robust output can be generated by averaging over the T samples in the short temporal window

where M is the number of local classifiers. The projection z
serves as an estimate of global pattern. The likelihood of a trial
belonging to the target class is assumed to follow a logistic
function distribution p(H1 |z) = 1/(1 + e−z ).
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves can be obtained using p(H1 |z) and compare it with a threshold η, which
can take on values ranged in [0 1]. The decision rule is

p(H1 |z) ≥ η,
u=1
u=0
p(H1 |z) < η,
or vice versa, where u = 1 represents the classifier’s decision to
declare a target and u = 0 represents the classifier’s decision to
declare a nontarget/distractor.
K. Pupillary-Based Classification
By linearly combining multiple pupillary-based features, an
aggregate representation of the features can be obtained. Let
d be the observed vector of the selected pupillary features,
an optimal projection weighting vector wpupil can be derived
based on a training set and so that a 1-D projection ypupil can
be generated:
T
ypupil (t) = wpupil
d=

D


wpupil di

(3)

i=1

where D is the number of pupillary features selected using the
SFFS method. The projection ypupil (t) can be assumed to follow
some distributions of the exponential family and is regarded as a
better estimate of neurophysiologic activity than any individual
pupillary response feature.
ROC curves can be obtained using p(H1 |ypupil ) and comparing it with a threshold θ. θ can take on values within the range
[0, 1]. The decision rule can be

p(H1 |ypupil ) ≥ θ
p(H1 |ypupil ) < θ
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Fusion scheme: classifier results are derived using EEG and pupil signals; thereafter they are fused at the decision level.

or vice versa where upupil = 1 represents the classifier’s decision to declare a target and upupil = 0 represents the classifier’s
decision to declare a nontarget/distractor.
L. Decision Fusion
It has been demonstrated that decisions from multiple classifiers (e.g., EEG and pupillary response) can be combined to
improve the overall classification performance by exploring the
complementarities of source and pattern of two modalities [5].
For example, while the EEG signal can be obscured by muscle movement artifact, pupillary modality is more robust to this
effect. Here, the goal is to enhance classification confidence
through the fusion of the two decisions.
Decision-level fusion optimally fuses two decisions according to the operating points on their ROC curves at which each
decision was made with certain probability of detection (Pd ) and
probability of false alarm (Pf ). Individual detectors (EEG- and
pupil-based) receive as inputs the N -dimensional EEG observation vector x and the D-dimensional pupillary feature observation vector D, and output the decisions using the LDA classifiers.
The decisions drawn by individual classifiers are denoted as uk ,
for k = 1 (EEG based) and k = 2 (pupillary response based),
where uk = 0 if kth classifier’s decision is H0 and uk = 1 if
kth classifier’s decision is H1 . Individual classifier’s decision
uk depends only on the observation vectors x and p:

0, EEG - based classifier decides H0
u1 = α(x) =
(4)
1, EEG - based classifier decides H1

0, pupil - based classifier decides H0
u2 = β(p) =
(5)
1, pupil - based classifier decides H1 .
The performance characteristics of classifier k can be specified
by P (uk |Hj ), where P (uk = 1|H0 ) = Pf k = the probability
of false alarm (false positives) and P (uk = 1|H1 ) = Pdk = the
probability of detection (true positives). Using these probabilities, the likelihood ratio value of a binary decision variable has

a simple form as
λdecision (uk ) =

P
 Pdk ,

Pr (uk |H1 )
fk
=
Pr (uk |H0 )  (1 − Pdk ) ,
(1 − Pf k )

if uk = 1
if uk = 0.

(6)
The decision at the fused level depends only on local decisions
and their probability of detection Pdk and probability of false
alarm Pf k . Since individual classifiers are based on different
modalities, the simplest assumption is that these two decisions
are statistically independent. The fusion likelihood ratio
λfusion (u1 , u2 ) =

2
2


P (u1 , u2 |H1 )
=
λ(ui ) =
P (u1 , u2 |H0 )
k =1

P (uk |H1 )
=
P (uk |H0 )

2

k =1



Pdk
Pf k

uk

2

k =1



1 − Pdk
1 − Pf k

k =1
1−u k

.
(7)

The optimal decision fusion rule uses the fusion likelihood ratio
as a classification decision variable and then compares it to
threshold β for decision u [19]:

1, if λfusion (u1 , u2 ) ≥ β
u = F (u1 , u2 ) =
(8)
0, if λfusion (u1 , u2 ) < β.
Fig. 7 illustrates the fusion of two operating points from two
separate ROC curves. By varying the threshold β value (corresponding to different decision rules), five operating points can
be derived for the fused ROC curve. The probability of detection
and false alarm for decision-fused classifier operating points can
be calculated based on (9) and (10):

P (λ = λfusion |H1 )
(9)
Pd fusion (β) =
λf u s i o n ≥β

P (λ = λfusion |H0 ).
(10)
Pf fusion (β) =
λf u s i o n ≥β
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Fig. 7. Fusion of two operating points from two separate ROC curves, five fused operating points can be generated depending on where the threshold is set
against the four fused likelihood ratio values.

Fig. 8. Illustration of fusing two ROC curves. (a) Multiple operating points on each ROC curve. (b) Five fused operating points can be generated by fusing one
operating point from one ROC curve and another operating point from the other ROC curve. (c) Large number of fused operating points can be generated by
exhausting all combinations of individual ROC curves’ operating points. (d) Convex hull of all the fused operating points can be used to represent the optimum
improved ROC curve for decision-fused results.

The entire decision-fused ROC curve can be obtained by deriving a series of Pd fusion (β) and Pf fusion (β) using multiple
combinations of operating points on EEG-based and pupillaryresponse-based classifier ROC curves. Fig. 8 illustrates the process of generating a fused ROC curve by fusing two ROC curves.
Each of the individual ROC curve has multiple operating points
with different Pd and Pf [shown in Fig. 8(a)]. Every time, one
operating point from one ROC curve can be fused with one operating point from another ROC curve, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b).
Since each ROC curve can have multiple (e.g., 100) operating
points, a large number of fused operating points [as illustrated

in Fig. 8(c)] can be generated to exhaust all operating point
combinations. To evaluate the optimum improvement achievable by the decision-level fusion, the convex hull of these points
[as illustrated in Fig. 8(d)) is used as the fused ROC curve to
represent the best possible area under ROC curve (Az ) for the
fused result.
In practice, the decisions made by the EEG-based and
pupillary-response-based classifiers should be compared with
the actual ground truth using a training set so that P (u1 , u2 |H0 ),
P (u1 , u2 |H1 ), and λfusion (u1 , u2 ) can be evaluated empirically.
Using the training set, we can choose the optimal operating
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF TARGET AND NONTARGET/DISTRACTOR IMAGES, TARGET VERSUS
NONTARGET/DISTRACTOR RATIOS IN TEST SETS

points associated with the EEG-based classifier, the pupillaryresponse-based classifier, and the decision-level classifier,
respectively.
III. RESULTS
A. Training and Test Runs
In the training set used for all five subjects, we manipulated the target–distractor ratio to 10% to obtain sufficient target
samples for training the classifiers. Data collected using this
imagery serve to train the EEG-based classifier, the pupil-based
classifier, selecting the relevant pupil features and training the
decision fusion classifier.
Classification performance was evaluated based on two test
sets with different target density per sequence (see Table II).
B. Feature Selection and Classification Results
Different feature subsets are selected for five subjects based
on the training set. Among them, features 1, 2, 6, 7, and 11
(Table I) are selected for all five subjects. The EEG-based, the
pupillary-response-based, and the decision fusion classifier performance were evaluated using Az as the metric. The results for
subjects 1–5 over two test sets are shown in Fig. 9.
For the pupillary-response-based classification, the classification performance on test sets with lower target density per sequence is consistently better than the classification performance
on test sets with higher target density per sequence across all five
subjects. This result is consistent with the stimulus probability
effect: a less frequently presented stimulus elicits a stronger
pupillary response while a more frequently presented stimulus elicits a weaker pupillary response and is also reported by
Privitera et al. [16].
The results shown in the figures are analyzed for significance
using a T -test method (Tables III and IV). The inverse hyperbolic arctangent rescaled Az was used, because improvement on
the end of higher Az value should be regarded as having higher
significance. The null hypothesis (mean of single-modality performance is equal to mean of the fused performance) is tested
against the alternative hypothesis (mean of single-modality performance is less than the fused performance). For test set 1,
the null hypothesis was rejected at significance level of 0.05.

Fig. 9. Classification results for five subjects on test sets 1 and 2: dash-dotted
curves are the ROC curves for the EEG-based results; dashed curves are the
ROC curves for the pupillary-response-based results; solid curves are the ROC
curves for the fused results.
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE MEASURES USING THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC ARCTANGENT
A z RESCALED ON TEST SET 1

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE MEASURES USING THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC ARCTANGENT
RESCALED A z ON TEST SET 2

The p-value is 0.0124. For test set 2, the null was rejected at
significance level of 0.05. The p-value is 0.00026.
IV. DISCUSSION
The goal of our methodology is to increase both the throughput of imagery and overall accuracy of the assessment. Cognitive task-related pupillary response was shown to provide
a complementary modality for single-trial image classification
tasks. We developed a pupillary response feature-extraction and
-selection procedure to extract features that perform best under
a linear analysis classifier. We also applied a two-level linear
analysis classification scheme on cognitive task-related EEG
responses. The classification results based on both modalities
are further fused at the decision level. The fusion results show
significant improvement over classification performance using
a single modality.
For pupil-based classification, a set of 22 pupil dilation features were evaluated in this study. Features 1, 2, 6, 7, and 11
(Table I) were selected by SFFS algorithm for all five subjects.
The implication is that the combination of simple measures of
velocity change, pupil area change, and diameter change, triggered by the target events, are the most effective.
We have demonstrated that the resulting image classification
paradigm can be used to improve the accuracy of visual target
search on high-volume imagery. As the signals our methodology
exploit are not linked to the visual appearance of the targets, our
system promises broad impact on the efficiency and productivity
of image analysts working in a variety of application areas.
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